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Postmodernism is the Theory, 
Gentrification is the Practice: 
Jameson, Haraldsson, Architecture, 
and Vancouver 
Clint Burnham 

For the Community Banner Project, banners will be designed to carry a
theme that reflects the recent history (1960s, 70s, 80s) of street life,
retail activity and use of public space in the Downtown Eastside. As
a working class retail street, it was not too long ago that retail activity
along Hastings Street was far more vibrant than it is today. The
banners are an attempt to remind us of this recent history and
encourage us to think positively about the future. 

(Newsletter of the Carnegie Community Action Project, 2001, p. 1)

He goes, so do you really think there’s something redeeming about gentrification?

Yeah sure, I say. In the dialectical sense that there’s a formal similarity between
the good kind of social housing we all believe in and trendy warehouse conversions.
And also in the political sense that this becomes a way to talk about what can and
is actually being done. Any agitator worth her salt must talk about positive
measures. Whether they exist or not. In this case, here in Vancouver, they do exist.

& this has to do with Jameson?

Yeah well, he writes about architecture, right, but finds the spirit of postmodernism
in corporate malls and hotels or boutique branded guys like Eisenman or Koolhaas.
The trick is to find examples or articulations of what’s most revolutionary about
Jameson’s pronouncements on pomo in building practices – so, if pomo is contra
modernism, if it entails borderblur between high culture and pop culture, if it
means textuality and quoting and the death of the subject and the rise of theory
and – most importantly, if these essentially formal conceits are themselves deter-
mined by their relation with the economic via periodization (i.e. late capitalism), well,
then surely we can think about architecture not simply to get dizzy in the Eaton
Centre or to rescue the Rockefeller Centre from the hands of vulgar modernists.
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Yeah sure but I think you’re protesting too much, dude. In that ‘Brick and Balloon’
essay, remember he ends up contextualizing architecture – the building – via Man-
fredo Tafuri’s credo that (in Jameson’s words) “an individual building will always
stand in contradiction with its urban context and also with its social function”
(Jameson, 1998e, p. 177). 

Un-hunh, so, you’re saying that this fictive exposition, “us” talking here right
now, uses the dialogic oral to turn from a consideration of how to do an end-run
around Jameson, an end-run that tries to be more Jamesonian-than-Jameson (i.e.
to find his architectural theory realized not in his writings on architecture, not so
literally, but in his programmatic statements on pomo), to turn to a dialectical
reminder that what I’m saying about Vancouver’s architecture is already there?

Exactly. Jameson goes on to say that the “interesting buildings are those which try to
resolve those contradictions through more or less ingenious formal and stylistic inno-
vations” (1998e, p. 177). So first of all, the urban context and social functions of
buildings in the DES1 are multiple: the context, as conveyed by Arni Haraldsson’s
photography, is variegated and trans-historical, with new and old jostling; the func-
tion, in the case of social housing, is more monolithic. This contradiction between
the monolithic social function and the dialogic urban fabric, then, is “resolved”
(think Lévi-Strauss) in one of two ways, depending on whether the building is a
renewed/renovated SRO etc. – in which case the dialogic context is reinscribed in the
building’s retro feel that also beckons to the degraded pomo vernacular of hegemonic
gentrification; or if the building is new – designed by well-known West Coast Cana-
dian architects the likes of Arthur Erickson or Richard Henriquez – the resolution is
more insidious, as modern building methods are heroically saved for social purposes.
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Downtown East In the first “establishing shot” of Vancouver’s slum, with
the corporate highrises of the “proper” downtown in the background, we
get a sense of the architectural eclecticism of the DES – a mixture that
embodies postmodern architecture’s dogma of ahistoricism but in a social
and collective context (“the hood”) as opposed to the heroicism of pomo –
where the building itself, whether quoting ancient temples or international
corporate signage, accomplishes the quasi-modernist feat of standing in for
a fallen context – the context now being not simply the neighborhood
(ignored by the modern) but the history of architecture itself. Here, pace
Naomi Klein, we see few corporate signifiers – the rebus-like Canada Trust
and BC Hydro logos notwithstanding – but rather the letters of an older
capital, the West Hotel and Pub of an old logger’s residence, and the W of
the closed department store. 

Vancouver photographer Arni Haraldsson and I are in the elevator of the
Regal Place Hotel.2 The elevator is very small. I am carrying his tripod in a
nylon zip-up bag. He is carrying a medium format camera. Later, I am
surprised to realize that Haraldsson does not shoot off a roll or two for each
image. I remember a sports photographer who would use tons of film for a
basketball game. But ballplayers move faster than buildings. Supposedly. In
Haraldsson’s work, photography is inadequate. He uses texts to provide
history – realizing and foregrounding its own discursivity. Haraldsson’s
pictures refuse to rely on the noble mission of photography – its glossy
magazine versions especially, even as he uses a critical photographic practice
to deconstruct the authority of the building. 

the Haraldsson photographs
of the Downtown Eastside

are heavily fragmented
disjointed

buildings don’t stand on their own
but bump into each other

as crowd
as mob

their ages as disparate
as chickenhawks

at an Eminem show
it’s this historical dislocation

of this location
the way condos

named after
19th century railway bureaucrats
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gated communities
of yuppie cowards

sit near old hotels and pubs
and women’s housing

or the renovated Sunrise Hotel
with laundromat, dental clinic, cafe, co-op radio station and artist collective

sharing space

We climb the stairs of another building, also in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.
In this case, it’s the parkade for a closed department store, which will, in a year or
two, be turned into social and cooperative housing. A security guard stops us and
looks at the sniper rifle case I’m carrying. Al pulls his fist back very quickly and
knocks the minimum-wage guy out. We get into position on the 7th level. The
prime minister’s motorcade is due in half an hour. We settle in to wait. 

My partner goes, so do you really think there’s something redeeming about gentrifi-
cation?

Yeah sure, I say. In the dialectical sense that there’s a formal similarity between
the good kind of social housing we all believe in and trendy warehouse conversions.
And also in the political sense that this becomes a way to talk about what can and
is actually being done. Any agitator worth his or her salt has to be able to talk
about positive measures. Whether they exist or not. In this case, here in Vancouver,
they do exist.

Yeah yeah, he says. Go for it, what are you, some publicity flack for Mayor Philip
Owen?3

You’re right, it is weird the sudden convergence between City Hall and the radical
Left on issues like health services for drug addicts. But this, too, is historically over-
determined. That is, just because George Soros funds, through the Lindesmith
Center Drug Policy Foundation, policy discourse around drug decriminalization,
does not mean that such measures “on the ground” in Vancouver or Frankfurt or
Liverpool are simply neo-liberal market forces.

We were in the narrow elevator of a hotel that had a social democratic cyber
Raymond Chandler panoptical feel to it. The punk rocker working in the office
downstairs, the omnipresent cameras, the stack of trays from an AIDS outreach
agency, and the corner apartment of the fellow we were going to see: these were all
as if William Gibson actually wrote about Vancouver instead of just lived in it.
The guy we were visiting, “Bob”, lived in a corner suite with views in three
different directions. The mouth of the Downtown Eastside was open for us, and it
was a glorious assemblage of new, old, missing, gold, and rotting teeth, from power
company towers and an urban mall to decaying row upon row of circa 1930s four-
story buildings and hotels. 
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On the street a woman stopped us and asked what we were doing. I said taking
some pictures. “Not of poor people, I hope.” “No, just buildings.” “Oh there’s some
great buildings,” she says. And she proceeds to tell us of some of her favourite.
Another guy, Syd, mentions the Empress hotel. We take some pictures of it from
the Bruce Erickson Place behind it, between a bank and a police station. 

On the Woodward’s building, graffiti records the ebb and flow of sexual, polit-
ical, and aesthetic inscriptions. “Postmodernism is the theory, gentrification is the
practice” is next to racist allegations about the owners of the department store.
Note: the owners are Anglo-Canadian but the writer of the graffiti assumes they
are Chinese or Jewish. 

Downtown East and China town As the camera turns north, we see the core
of the DES with a scrim of snow-capped mountains behind. Now, Haraldsson’s
method of robbing architecture of its space not only flattens the buildings
but fragments them – or reveals their fragmentation in a post-Heideggerian
trope of found juxtaposition. This fragmentation is historical of course:
derived as it is from the colonial building practices in early 20th-century
Vancouver, the DES with its many archetypal buildings constitutes a reserve.4

Jameson’s theorizing of architecture both do and do not fit well in this
scenario. On the one hand, his notion of a connection between the decen-
tered slickness of postmodern culture and late capitalism, is perhaps the
signal statement of the era – one which draws the definitive line between
the economic and the cultural, even as it warns against simple determinism
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or aestheticizing privilege of the cultural. But much of Jameson’s architec-
tural theory has found the despatialized individual in glossy hotels like the
Portman in L.A. or urban sicko malls like Toronto’s Eaton Centre. 

And there is an important difference between corporate pomo and social
housing pomo: when you enter a renovated Single Resident Occupancy (SRO)
building the de-individuation is historical, caused by the spatial. This rela-
tion of the individual to the spatial and the temporal is the basis for much
of Jameson’s theorizing of postmodernism and architecture: that while
modernism was concerned with time, postmodernism is with space. And
while that formulation is objectively true, so too – dialectically, is its oppo-
site, or that modernism of a derivative form as found in Vancouver was
essentially spatial in its colonizing logic and that postmodernism as found
here ends up being temporal in its simulation of the past. 

Two examples of the vertiginous retro feeling I am talking about here: the
Vancouver Public Library, by Canadian ideological architect par excellence
Moshe Safide (it imitates the Roman coliseum in a bravura form of populist
fascist architecture), and a mural in the Downtown Eastside which, depict-
ing a 1930s/1940s street scene (trams, men in fedoras, etc.) has current resi-
dents painted into the windows. 

I had a feeling someone’d shot at a motorcade before. The buildings were movie
sets, and someone’d done the take yesterday, someone else’d do it tomorrow.

There is this recent artwork that problematizes the hegemonic view of
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside as the zone of the criminal, the oriental,
the junkie. Reid Shier’s “Eastside Pride” is a video that juxtaposes shots from
Jackie Chan’s movie Rumble in the Bronx – which was filmed in Vancouver –
with counter-shots of a fight sequence’s location in the DES. Shier refer-
ences global culture – the Chan film; a simulacra of the DES “Real”; the
social geography of Vancouver (which, like many cities, stigmatizes its
working and ugly east end); and quasi-nativist neighborhood politics.5

There is a strong architectural sensibility to this local politics – one in
which a community group working out of the Carnegie Community Centre,
longtime residents’ activist Jim Green, and social housing projects run by the
Portland Hotel figure strongly. Green, who has organized residents for over a
quarter century, has been part of a force that has forced the city to retain,
instead of demolishing, local SRO hotels – over 100 still serve the indigent
population in the DES. In buildings that Green has helped renovate or build,
award-winning architectural projects (the province’s most prestigious archi-
tectural prize, the Lt Governor’s award, for Richard Henriquez’s Bruce
Erickson Place building), stunning Foucauldean archival buildings that retain
their masculine 1930s beauty, and participation and capacity building on the
part of residents make this form of social housing one of the most innovative
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today. Pair this with the Portland hotel’s schemes of either buying and
updating other SROs and designing an entirely new building for multiply-
diagnosed residents with old school West Coast modernist Arthur Erickson
(architect for the Canadian embassy in Washington, Simon Fraser University,
and a host of other major, governmental projects in Canada and abroad,
most featuring raw concrete, set-back windows, and attempts to suck in as
much light as possible). Add the work of local architect Arthur Allen in
teaching low-income students about the legacy of pre-modernist colonial
temple architecture in Vancouver’s downtown, and the eager way in which
students and other DES residents display their adept readings of their built
environment. 

when Haraldsson photographs
he leans over the edges of parapets

and parking lot ledges
out community center windows

through SRO apartments
his tan jacket and belt

simultaneously
worker-safety-like

grab the belt
and sexual

& it is the entry
of his body
into space

that
authorizes

the practice

the assassins drove downtown in one of two directions: from the west side, over the
Burrard street bridge, or from the east side, along Kingsway.

how do we know this?

cellphone scanners picked up suspicious conversations on both those routes.

You ever see In the Line of Fire? 

Uh, I don’t know, who’s that? Bruce Willis?

No, no, Clint Eastwood, you know, Malkovich sticks his gun in Clint’s mouth.

Oh yeah, yeah. It’s got a great scene, I really like that scene at the end.

Yeah in that weird hotel.
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Yeah it was like they had the glass elevators, so you can see everyone and be seen
and shoot and get shot.

You had it both ways.

Yeah, yeah. Yeah that’s cool when they do that, eh? Like in what’s that Hong
Kong flick, the one where the Uncle sets up his own gang but he calls it a security
company?6

Um, yeah, yeah.

Yeah I like it when they do that cause that’s what it’s like, right, when you’ve got
him in your rear sight, you know, it’s like they’re looking right back at you.7

Hitting a bullet with a bullet.8

Hitting a bullet with a bullet is exactly fucking right.

In his essay on L.A. architectural photographer Julius Shulman, Haraldsson
(2001) draws attention to Shulman’s pragmatic description of the import-
ance of garden shears – for mobile foliage the better to frame a dramatic shot.
The social framing of the image is here the edit/cut as phallic anxiety.9

the radical juxtaposition of Vancouver’s built environment
the faded elegance amidst crack addict activists

then is trumped dialectically when
nature enters the scene

& commodified mountains
in the background of the slum

– commented on at least since Malcolm Lowry10

– which
totalized by Haraldsson’s practice

now all are all social
slum, mountain, image

a formal overdetermination

If, as Jameson opines in the preface to Marxism and Form, the theoretical
project of his making is more suited to the graduate seminar than night
school, then, what of Jameson in night school – or, to be even more difficult,
how to teach schizophrenic theory to those afflicted (or mis-diagnosed)
with mental illnesses as well as poverty, the effects of violence, criminality?
This works out in a number of different trajectories: multiple diagnoses as a
form of overdetermination; language poetry as a form of found mental ill-
ness; and the “destabilizing” effects of postmodern architecture on those
“always already” decentered, destabilized, deconstructed. 
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Regal Place Hotel The third photograph depicts for us the Regal Place Hotel,
a building now run by the Portland Housing Society: social housing using
the infrastructure of the neighborhood. Eight stories tall, the Regal Place
offers up little to the eye of the photographer – as residents will, on
the street, avoid the gaze of the drug dealers or cops or social workers. The
verdigris-ish moss on the rooftops, the maggot-like swelling of a sports
stadium in the background, the semi-heroic stature of the hotel itself: these
details then become invisible in the final shot, taken from the Regal. 

In one way, anti-poverty activist’s and caregiver’s formulation of them-
selves/clients as multiply diagnosed entails a realization that effects on the
subject cannot be rationalized or compartmentalized into (only one of) the
disciplinary/social categories of mental illness, drug abuse, poverty, racism/
sexism/homophobia. That is to say, an individual’s afflictions are overdeter-
mined not simply because they are caused by a number of determinants –
class, violence, prejudice – but because those number of determinants
themselves cannot be separated from each other – even as they are by the
abject disciplinary structures of the academy, social welfare, and late capitalist
granting and housing efforts. 

Then, Jameson’s use of post-Lacanian theories of schizophrenia to analyze
Bob Perelman’s poem ‘China’ raises the (not ethical, but) formal question of
such writing’s relation with mental illness, not least because the syntactical
disconnection (aka disjunction) in LangPo bears a strong resemblance to
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patients’ writing. But there are better genealogies to trace: Ron Silliman, for
instance, once edited a newsletter for Mission denizens in San Francisco.
So it is not as if we can posit an unbreachable gulf between “difficult”
poetry and “difficult” people. I also know that in my own work, the frag-
mentation and disjunction is in the service of a practice (notebooks; the street,
texts, and academy/theory as sources) and a formal praxis that theorizes its
own method. 

And so what of the Jameson-effect of postmodern architecture, particu-
larly the glassy corporate variety? Certainly it is easy to overlook the
supposed pomo sublime when dealing with vacuous capitalist buildings
that exclude poor locals. But that exclusion can be beneficial, no? Jameson
hardly makes Portman’s Bonaventure hotel sound like a building you would
want to go into – it is more like a Baudrillardean prison for the upper classes.
A Vancouver example would be Tinsel Town (and yes, it is actually called
that), a mall that has been open since late 1999, but with less than a quarter
occupancy. So semi-high-end Asian leather stores and a remorselessly inter-
national food court share space with great swathes of concrete floor, edgy
steel studs, and edgier male-model-looking security guards. And the top
floor houses a nine screen cinema that ranges from Hollywood blockbusters
to the various demographic aesthetic niches – gay film, Tsui Hark, and indie
Canadian and American. That the obviously homeless are sometimes kept
out by security guards, then, is bittersweet. 

Okay, so what’s your point? I don’t see any, like Frank Gehry houses down
here, and even if you’ve got yer boutique architects doing some pro bono
work, it’s – 

No, no, you really don’t see, do you? You can’t look at buildings individually – it’s
the total effect, first the Downtown Eastside as a neighbourhood, then within
Vancouver and on up to the global. But you’ve still gotta start with the specific.
Remember how in his essay on architecture in Postmodernism, Jameson describes
a Gehry house in terms of its materials and how they

annul the projected syntheses of matter and form of the great modern buildings,
and . . . also inscribe what are clearly economic or infrastructural themes in his
work, reminding us of the cost of housing and building and, by extension, of the
speculation in land values: that constitutive seam between the economic
organization of society and the aesthetic production of its (spatial) art, which
architecture must live more dramatically than any of the other fine arts.11

(1991a, p. 113)

This could be a description of the current urban fabric: the violent juxtaposition of
a conflict between the comprador forces of globalization – in all their confused
glory, when capital both supports and opposes health or housing policy, when
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superfly signifiers fly around the neighbourhoods as buildings are named by
committee, when a brand new soup kitchen or women’s residence share streets
with punk bars and condos which imitate each other. Contradictions are realized
materially – for they are, after all, about material conditions, about who gets to
live where, where the where exists as a building or a plan or a political action. The
streets are versions of Venturi’s Long Island “duck”, except a closer model would
be the lowbrow cocktail, Long Island Iced Tea. According to local folklore, Vancouver
had the most neon per capita (mile of road?) in North America, second only to
Shanghai in the world. So here we get Habermas’s hated “neon and trademarks”
as the language of architecture, but rescued from the historical junkheap of neon
sign company store-rooms. And then, too, Jameson’s claims for Gehry’s buildings
rest on the integrity of architecture as practice: an integrity which Haraldsson’s
photographs violate, as they collapse buildings back to two-dimensions, and the
cost/projected profit line of buildings – realized via three-dimensional space – are
revealed to be the fiction that they are.

So in effect?

So in effect it’s not about one building – 

Yeah, yeah, I get that, that’s what Haraldsson’s pictures show right?

Right, right, it’s not about one building, it’s not about an architect as a master-
builder – either in Jameson’s heroic sense or as some Mike Davis demon, instead
it’s the neighbourhood as a collective architectural project, the conglomeration of
buildings, contradicting each other aesthetically and historically and politically.

So it’s good that there’s yuppie condos comin’ in? If there was just, like, I don’t
know, worker’s housing, that wouldn’t work.

Large areas comprised mainly or only of worker’s housing smacks of Soviet-style – 

Don’t give me that. Check out any suburb and you’ll find boring ranges of office
towers and apartment buildings.

Yes, well, that’s the problem with this – my – valorization of such an urban
area as Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. It’s a classic slum, or skid road, and
this poses a challenge for postmodern theory that wants to talk about the sub-
urbs, or the loss of authentic experience. Then, this also isn’t quite the area in
which to see merely the “triumph” of global capitalism, Naomi Klein streets like
Robson Street, full of Gap, Levi’s, Armani and Starbucks. One lesson, however,
of seeing an area in which social housing and drug treatment and a large stock
of SROs co-exist, is to realize the role architecture plays in the mix. It’s as if
the neighbourhood went straight from premodernism – or perhaps a colonial
“frontier” modernism (western-front buildings are not uncommon) – to social-
democratic postmodernism.
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Dominion Building Here, first the reversal of the gaze12 – or the awareness of
the blindness of the gaze, of the blindness of the buildings’ windows-as-eyes –
even as this neighborhood, like so many others, is invaded not only by the
photographer and the media-film industry but also by the surveillance
cameras of the police. 

In his essay ‘The Brick and the Balloon’ (1998e, pp. 162–89), Jameson
presents us with a Tafuri-derived view of architecture as the attempt to
resolve social contradictions aesthetically. That practice, as any good
student of Adorno knows only too well, has led to aesthetic indulgence and
irrelevance – what punk rock calls “selling out”. See the current hype over
Frank Gehry and the felt need of large cities to collect signature buildings,
like their galleries once collected modern art. That is to say, much current
postmodern and deconstructivist architecture betrays a globalized financial
late capitalism of binary logic coupled to fuzzy chaos, multicultural decen-
tredness for demographic marketing and a Darwinian treatment of workers
at all levels. You are out of work but you can stroll the logo-lit streets of your
favourite shopping strip-cum-city centre like an Irvine Welsh anti-hero. 

And yet. If architecture is just a complicated and bedevilled way of telling
us something we should already know – what is going down with capitalism –
can it also help us in fighting such a system? This is where Jameson’s notion
of politics as a coordination of the individual and the systemic is so import-
ant: this figure-ground model of subjectivity, already elaborated upon in his
work on film noir and Chandler, helps enormously for those of us making
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our way through urban politics. Jameson’s theorem shows us that aesthetics
is a contingent and semi-autonomous field (I am stressing the Bourdieu side
of Jameson’s thought here, in memory). But what if we are concerned with
an architectural practice – community groups engaged in social housing –
that, on the contrary, resolves aesthetic contradictions via the social? This is
to understand social housing struggles and anti-gentrification activism in
Vancouver not merely as “in the last instance” a working of the social via
aesthetics, but instead as a working through of aesthetic problems via social
housing. Seemingly intractable local aesthetic dead-ends – famously, the
“west coast late modernism” that has privileged the “city of glass” (to use a
Douglas Coupland phrase) – then are “resolved” in an imaginary sense when
the forms of capitalism are used against itself. For if buildings are located in
history as surely as in an urban space, then aesthetic choices are the trace of
that history, a proposition that surely refutes apolitical formalism as it does
Stalinist determinism. 

And then what Arni Haraldsson’s photographs bring to us, more than a way
of thinking about buildings, is a scavenging through the detritus of modern-
ism that owes as much to Chandler and Brecht’s tragic urbanism as it does
to the “otho-tecture” of Le Corbusier or his pomo (porno?) progeny. The
dreamy noir landscape of Vancouver’s inner city, then, peopled by crack
addict activists and punk rock front-line workers, is also the world of pulp
novelist James Ellroy or Scottish artist Douglas Gordon, of Phillip K. Dick
and William Gibson. Where begrimed brick rubs shoulders with surveillance
cameras and raw concrete, where the brick pricks the balloon as surely as
a discarded syringe. 

Such a turn from aesthetics telling us something about the social, to the
social telling us something about aesthetics, means that instead of trying to
find in Jameson’s architectural theory a handbook for activism, we should
try to find in the struggle I have detailed here a way of thinking about Jameson’s
theories. This too-cute-by-half formulation or reversal might just be a way of
saying that we can find theory in practice. 

Notes 

1. Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (DES) is an urban neighborhood that, for most of
the 20th century, was both a working-class retail district and the city’s “skid row”.
This latter term evolved from “skid roads”, or pathways down which logs would be
skidded to the waterfront. The Downtown Eastside has been home to a high
number of single resident occupancy hotels (SROs) and drinking establishments
as well as sites for the consumption of heroin and, more recently, crack cocaine.
Because this neighborhood is also home to some of the city’s oldest and finest
architecture, in the past twenty years it has been under incredible pressure for
gentrification. 
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2. “As an involuntary explorer of the society, Marlowe visits either those places you
don’t look at or those you can’t look at . . . those parts of the American scene which
are as impersonal and seedy as public waiting rooms: run-down office buildings,
the elevator with the spittoon and the elevator man sitting on a stool beside
it . . . hotel rooms and lobbies, with the characteristic potted palms and over stuffed
armchairs; rooming houses with managers who work illegal lines of business on
the side. All these places are characterized by belonging to the mass, collective side
of our society: places occupied by faceless people who leave no stamp of their
personality behind them; in short, the dimension of the interchangeable, the
inauthentic” (Jameson, 1983a, p. 128). “Room 332 was at the back of the building
near the door to the fire escape. The corridor which led to it had a smell of old carpet
and furniture oil and the drab anonymity of a thousand shabby lives. The sand
bucket under the racked fire hose was full of cigarette and cigar stubs, an accumu-
lation of several days. A radio pounded brassy music through an open transom.
Through another transom people were laughing fit to kill themselves” (Chandler,
1971, p. 52). 

3. In an essay on Raymond Chandler, Jameson speaks of the North American
distinction between federal and municipal politics (1983a, p. 130). 

4. I mean this, “reserve”, in both the colonial and Lacanian senses (as did Lacan himself,
of course – see The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-analysis, 1981, p. 68). That
is, the neighborhood functions for native and non-native inhabitants alike (and
yet not identically) as a reserve that both keeps the poor in a location and deprives
them of their rights to the rest of the city; the DES is also a reserve or architecture-
repetoire that allows the city’s inhabitants to see old buildings and repress the
trauma of the city’s colonial and exploitative origins. 

5. “There was something very strange about seeing this movie at the Capital 6 on
Granville St in downtown Vancouver, and then walking out of the theatre and past
the locations that we had just seen Jackie Chan risk life and limb in. Past the demol-
ished grocery store, which was still a pile of rubble in an old parking lot, to the street
where they drove the hovercraft, to the multi-level parking complex that Jackie
jumps off of, and some punks push a truck full of rubber balls off of. This was one of
the very first times Rebecca and I were in Vancouver together, and the first time we
got to wander around downtown and explore . . . so I’ll always think of this movie
with fondness if only for that reason” (Cinema Sewer, no. 3 “The All Hong Kong
Action Issue”, October 1999). In a talk at the University of British Columbia “Diversities”
conference in 1998, I discussed Chan’s use of his body during stunts as an attempt
on the part of the multinational ethnic to ground one’s indeterminacy in the bodily
real (“The Replacement Ethnic in the Age of Multicultural Simulacra”) A Lévi-Straussian
formula for this complex interweaving (or quilting) of Reid Shier’s use of Chan and
Haraldsson in terms of Jameson (in my reading) then, in the time-honored a:b::c:d;
the textual architecture is designed, evidently, to reflect the postmodern Vancouver
neighborhood of the Downtown Eastside, a neighborhood elided even in such a
sympathetic account as that in the Cinema Sewer zine. 

6. Tsui Hark (dir) Time and Tide (Hong Kong, 2001). 
7. In Haraldsson’s practice in the DES, taking pictures from a building and then of the

building – see Note 12 – the shift from subject to object, the intervention into a
hegemonic aesthetic of representing the DES; analogous to Jameson’s comments on
the shifting hero/villain in conspiracy films in The Geopolitical Aesthetic.

8. How Russian President Putin described George W. Bush’s recycling of “Star Wars”
missile defence. 
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9. “Shulman has always held that one of the most important tools on a photo-
graphic assignment is a pair of small garden clippers. Shulman’s ‘clippings’, or
‘portable garden’, so essential to his picture-making, is today common practice in
the representation of architecture vis-à-vis digital imaging” (Haraldsson, 2001, n. 4). 

10. Christ Walks in this Infernal District Too 
Malcolm Lowry 

Beneath the Malebolge lies Hastings Street, 
The province of the pimp upon his beat, 
Where each in his little world of drugs or crime 
Moves helplessly or, hopeful, begs a dime 
Wherewith to purchase half a pint of piss – 
Although he will be cheated, even in this. 
I hope, although I doubt it, God knows 
This place where chancres blossom like the rose, 
For on each face is such a hard despair 
That nothing like a grief could enter there. 
And on this scene from all excuse exempt, 
The mountains gaze in absolute contempt, 
Yet this is also Canada, my friend, 
Yours to absolve of ruin, or make an end. 

11. Of course the problem with Gehry is that he is hardly some Leninist among the
architects – rather, he is more properly an artist of the Brecht mode, sans the
organizational politics. Gehry is fun – which actually is not a bad thing. 

12. But not, note, a “mirrored” gaze: rather, as some readings of Lacan suggest in
terms of the reationship between the phallic/Cartesian eye and the gaze of the
Other (see Jay, 1994, p. 368), the shot from the Regal does not “look” directly
back at the parking lot from which the third photograph is taken. Haraldsson’s
Lacanian diahedron thus deconstructs the phallacy of an instrumental appropri-
ation/critique of vision and the gaze.


